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Carcinogenesis 
Tumor induction in mice after local irradiation with single doses of either carbon-ion beams or gamma rays. 
Ando K, Koike S, Ohmachi Y, Ando Y, Kobashi G. IJRB 2014; 90(12)1119-1124  

(1) C3H/HeMsNrsf female mice aged 12-18 week-old were used for this study. 
(2) A total of 1797 mice were used in these experiments with 5 mice for each irradiation  
      scheme; 1647 mice were used for the tumor induction and 150 mice were for the  
      skin shrinkage.  
(3) A spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) of  Carbon-12 ions accelerated by the HIMAC  
      synchrotron up to 290 MeV/u  was use. 
(4) The reference beam consisted of Cs-137 gamma rays with a dose rate of 1.6 Gy/min  
      at an FSD of 21 cm.  
(5) With pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/Kg) and taping, five mice were immobilized on  
      a Lucite plate to place right hind legs in a rectangular field of dimensions 28 x 100  
      mm, and received single radiation doses.  
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Dose versus tumor-induction relation 

(1) The Kaplan-Meier estimator to calculate the incidence of tumor induction at Day 700 was used, 
     as most tumors (75 %) developed already.  
(2) It should be noted that all tumors, i.e., not only tumors appeared before Day 700 but also those   
     appeared later, are included in this calculation.  
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Cell kill of any carbon ions is stronger than that of gamma rays 

RBE@Day 35 
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Histology 

*a: chondrosarcoma, mixed tumor 
*b: malignant shwannoma 
*c: 2 myxosarcomas, hemangiopericytoma,  
*d: myxosarcomas 
*e: osteoma 
 

Table 1  Number (%) and types of tumors induced by irradiation with gamma rays and carbon ions  



Skin shrinkage  

equieffect 



E: cell survivals to produce 25 % skin shrinkage 

alpha values increase with LET up to 100 keV/mm, while beta values show 
maximum increase around 40 keV/mm. 
 



Slope of alpha/LET increases with time after irradiation  



Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 1994 Nov 
15;30(4):867-72. 

Radioprotection by WR-151327 against 
the late normal tissue damage in mouse 

hind legs from gamma ray radiation. 
Matsushita S, Ando K, Koike S, Grdina DJ, 

Furukawa S. 

Skin thickness 
increases  400 
days after gamma 
ray irradiation 
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Summary and conclusion 

• Incidence of tumor induction at high doses after carbon 
ions was lower  than that of gamma rays . 

• RBE of 14 keV/mm carbon ions for tumor induction was 
smaller than 1.0 while that for cell kill  was larger than 1.0. 

• LET dependency would be different between cell kill 
damage and carcinogenic damage. 
 

• Skin shrinkage progresses with time after irradiation. 
• The progression is most prominent for gamma rays, and 

least after 100 keV/mm carbon ions. 
• LET dependency was different between alpha damage and 

beta damage. 


